School of the Natural Order
Baker, Nevada

SNO Summer Seminar 2022 Classes
The Cosmic Process: From ‘Beginning’ to ‘End’
The Cosmic Process remains the constant background and environment in which we are integrated. The
universe as perceived by the human nervous system appears as a vast energy system in which stars are
born, live and die. The ever-changing universe develops a long-term pattern of growth that reflects one’s
individual development.
The major portion of this lesson will be viewing a DVD from a NOVA episode on PBS. It shows the overall
beginning, middle and possible ends of the universe. It shows the universe to be a dynamic process,
organic and interconnected. It is within this system that we move, breathe and have our existence.
Understanding the cosmic process helps understand one’s own self-development.
Presenter: Dennis Reuter - 2 Hours

****

In Springtime, Apple Trees Have No Apples (aka The First Crossing)
Vitvan often remarked that a major barrier to self-development was the tenacious hold of the objective
self-consciousness state. We consistently fall back into the habit of viewing events and our universe as
things and objects, making it difficult to understand and experience this world as a process of development.
In the SNO teachings, making the First Crossing refers to becoming aware of one’s psychic nature and
developing awareness of energy waves and their qualities (in preparation for the Second Crossing). Using
an apple tree as an analogy or metaphor, we will discuss how the growth of an apple on the tree relates
to the process of making the First and Second Crossings.
Presenter: Dennis Reuter - 1 Hour

****

Breath and Inward Focus & Kriya Yoga
In the Eastern yoga traditions, Prana means life force energy, Yama means control, the Breath being the
‘doorway’ to prana. Cultivating breath control helps access the subtle dimensions of Prana and allows
one to go deeper into the experience of “no mind”. This class will use several pranayama techniques to
help separate ourselves from the barrage of thoughts that constantly flow through the mind. This practice
can assist in developing a deeper state of silence in our meditations. An evening Kriya Meditation class is
offered to increase one’s access to Shunya, the field of inner silence. The greater the access to Silence, the
greater access one has to innate wisdom and creative intelligence.
Presenter: Bill LaShell - 1 Hour

SNO Summer Seminar 2022 Classes (cont.)
Tai Chi
Tai Chi is an exercise in conscious meditative movement. By focusing on or witnessing the configuration
in a state of gentle motion, one can register a range of subtle frequencies corresponding to the movement
within one’s field.
Presenter: Corry Dodson - 1 Hour

****

The Invitation by Mooji
These are exercises and guidance offered by Mooji that can assist in leading us to a direct, experiential
realization of our own true nature. When I first came across Mooji’s description of what he calls “The
Invitation”, I felt stunned by how much it corresponded to the description of the Power-to-be-Conscious
as given by Vitvan in the School of the Natural Order. Practicing these simple instructions has personally
assisted me in the deepening and expanding referent for the Power-to-be-Conscious. Class discussion will
follow the recording and meditative practices.
Presenter: Eric Schneider - 1 Hour
****
Expressive Movement/ Freeform Dancing
Through dance, there can be a discovery of guna qualities within ones configuration, and therefore,
patterns of the psyche. I have found pockets of Sattvic energy: open, relaxed, creative, as well as Rajasic:
passionate, angry, grieving, and Tamasic: stuck, rigid, fearful. As I have continued to dance, I have noticed
shifts in these qualities. An area that felt stuck begins to loosen. Fear might shift to anger, and then again
to creativity, and then possibly to Joy! "No" might transform to "Yes".
Presenter: Eric Schneider - 1 Hour
Inquiry Into Ones Individual Consciousness

****

Silent inquiry, meditation, group discussion and individual sharing. Class will have homework.
Presenter: Steve Anderegg - 1 Hour

